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Year Group: KS1 Term: 6 Summer 

Unit length: 11- 25  sessions  Texts to be used: 
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Objectives to 
be taught: 
 
 
 

 

Year 2 
1.a Can write with increasing fluency and stamina 
 
2b. Can use a variety of organisational devices when 
writing for different purposes 
2c. Can sustain the use of the correct tense across a 
range of text types e.g. story, letter... 
2c. Records ideas sentence by sentence, rehearsing 
each sentence orally before scribing 
2f. Can read own and peers' writing and make 
suggestions for improvements 
2n. Can proofread to check for spelling errors 
 
3a. Can use full stops, exclamation marks and question 
marks to demarcate most sentences 
3b. Can use capital letters at start of most sentences  
3c. Joins clauses using subordination e.g. if, when, 
because 
 
Reading: 
1a. Reads for pleasure and is developing reading 
preferences 
1b. Can make links between the book they are reading 
and other books they have read 
5a. an discuss the actions of characters and justify 
views on the basis of what is being said and done, 
giving reasons for answers using simple evidence from 
the text 
5b. Can make inferences about the motivation for 
actions, behaviour or feelings. 
5d. Is beginning to identify the author’s main purpose 
for writing 
6a. Can make predictions on the basis of what has been 
read so far 

Year 1  
1b. Can write at will/independently  
1c. Can generate ideas from a stimulus e.g. picture, 
1d. Reads aloud their own writing to peers and teacher 
 
2c. Can orally compose a sentence 
2e. Can include some detail in writing to add interest, 
for example an adjective or simple simile 
2g. Can use some appropriate story language e.g. Once 
upon a time, happily ever after…. 
2h. Can re-read work to check it makes sense e.g. 
notices missing words or sentences…. 
 
3a. Can use full stops to end some sentence 
3b. Can use capital letters at the start of some 
sentences 
3c. Begins to use capital letters for names (proper 
nouns) and personal pronoun 'I' 
3e. Joins words or clauses using 'and' 
 
4g. Can spell many of the common exception words 
from English Appendix 1 in their writing 
4h. Applies knowledge of other spelling patterns from 
English Appendix 1 in their writing 
 
Reading: 
1b. Is developing pleasure in reading 
3c. Recall main points (who, what, where, when, how, 
why answers) 
3d. Link what they read or hear to their own 
experiences 
5a. Can answer simple 'How' and 'Why' questions from 
pictures or text 
5b. Can discuss the actions of characters and justify 
views on the basis of what is being said and done 
6b. Can make predictions sometimes based on what 
has been read so far 

Reception   
Literacy 3&4 

● Engage in extended conversations about stories, learning 

new vocabulary.  

 
Literacy in Reception 

● Form lower-case and capital letters correctly 

● Blend sounds into words, so that they can read short words 

made up of known letter-sound correspondences.   

Literacy ELG 
● Listen attentively and respond to what they hear with 

relevant questions, comments and actions when being read 
to and during whole class and small group interactions 

● Anticipate key events in stories 
● Write simple sentences that can be read by others 

● Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing 

the sounds with a letter or letters.   
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Main written 
outcome: 

 
End product – 
R- Create a storyline about two contrasting animals who become friends. 
1- Create their own picture book of two contrasting animals who become friends. 
2- Create their own picture book  

The big picture 
(where does this fit 
into wider 
learning): 

Links to  
Science - Habitats, Food chain 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development - to think and talk about themselves and their immediate lives, including family, home and friends, to empathise with 
characters and story events and understand why characters think and behave in the way they do.  
Geography -  explore map making and routes, explore different kinds of homes  
Art –  
Music – composition to show emotions 

Tier 2 vocabulary 
to be explicitly 
taught: From the 
text 

avoid, dodge, escape, leap, cunning, bared, howled, growled, truly, pardon, yelped, pleaded, budge, realised, guest,soggy,  

Tier 3 vocabulary  Habitat, nocturnal, burrow, den, diet, carnivore, herbivore, omnivore,  

 

 

 

  


